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different. In no time, you’re smiling more often than not. 
Targets are all about percentages and incremental wins.

Consider this example. I couldn’t jog at all. I always said: 
not even to a shoe sale. I didn’t want to run, even though I 
always felt it would be cool to be able to! I loved walking my 
dog so instead of thinking I’m going to be a runner, I thought 
I’m just going to be a power walker. 

So I started walking my dog very fast (not a stroll 
anymore) morning and night. After a month, I found myself 
going for longer walks and they became easier and easier. 
Then I started using the Couch to 5K app, which asks 
you to jog for 60 seconds and then walk for 90 seconds. 
I thought: I can do that. At first it seemed too much of 
a progression, so I just repeated week one – three times! 
Eventually I found week one too easy. Long story short: now 
I can actually jog. And if you’d told me that four months 
ago, I’d have said: Rubbish! I’m not a jogger.

It’s no different in your salon when people see that their 
target is $4000 a week. They give up before they begin 
because they don’t believe it’s possible. Your challenge is to 
take them there slowly, using well-considered targets to give 
them (and you) incremental wins.

Let’s take the example of a first-year apprentice 
hairdresser. She’s not going to be doing full heads of foils 
straight off. She’ll be doing basin services or tint re-growths. 
But if you train her in bite-sized increments, she can’t help 
but grow. You don’t say to her: I expect you to be doing 15 basin 
services a week. The poor kid only does one a week now!

That’s the biggest challenge with targets – setting them 
so high that nobody reaches them. Nobody gets rewarded 
and nobody grows.

Instead, set them just a stretch from where they are now. 
That’s what engages a team and gets them excited. 

Ask your first-year apprentice this: Let’s see, if over the 
next month, we can get you up to doing four basin services a 
week.Then explain to her the steps she’ll need to take to get 
there. Make it seem do-able. Encourage her and reward her.

That’s just one example but it’s horses for courses and 
unless I know your horse and your course I can only give 
you a rough guide here. But you know your salon, your 
team and your clients, so no one is better positioned to take 
an honest look at what targets are likely to work in your 
business. Instead of out-of-reach overall team goals and 
inflated, self-sabotaging retail targets, look at where you 
can use one per centers – smaller increments and attainable 
targets to grow your team step-by-step, service-by-service, 
product offer-by-product offer. 

I know it’s hard to believe but, when done right, salon 
targets can be a thing of joy. Executed well they will bring 
powerful rewards to your team, your clients and your 
business profitability. Learn to love them! n

 
For more salon wisdom, email  lisa@
zingcoach.com.au, visit my website, find my 
video tips on YouTube or read my book The 
Naked Salon, an essential guide to time, 
team and money. For more information visit 
www.zingcoach.com.au


